Abstract
Introduction
Marketing has been a key feature in organizations when it comes to enlargement of customer base and moving products and services towards the customers. However, we must not forget that the world is always changing and moving, and the same goes when it comes to economy, sales and productivity. That is why is important for marketing to understand the changes and always advance, in order to enable effective business, growth and sustainability for long period of time. Development of technology and Internet made a whole new perspective and opened many possibilities for companies, and marketing needs to understand and use it's knowledge of the modern world and customers.
Integration of segmantation, targeting, differentiation and positioning strategies designed to create, communicate, and deliver an offer to target market 4 -this is the definition of a marketing strategy, and in the modern world technologies transfer market to Internet, and consumers, company and competitors are much closer to each other. This gives companies an opportunity they did not have before -to come closer to targeted customers through use of technology in their advance. Interaction with customers, differentiated and consistent customer experience in sales, services and using advantages of channels and routes are instruments of marketing needed to provide effectiveness and timely response. One of issues considered in this paper are modern technologies and social media and networks, and advantages they provide for the company. Today, customers are constantly moving, they are informed better than ever and always connected, so the purchase has become dynamic, accessible and continuous. That is why companies have to keep up the pace, and move it's marketing, sales and service functions to a digital form.
Social media and social networks are a whole new branch of modern technologies, and ecpecially important when it comes to it's role in marketing. Quality and timely informations are of greatest importance, and the marketing's role is to comprehend them in it's strategy, and implement in every day business. This paper takes into consideration some aspects of this inevitable topic, and represents how some of the most successful companies in the world used possibilities of social networks to improve it's business.
Revenue Goals and Improving Sales Effectiveness

Using Modern Technologies
Enterprises are always facing certain conditions that affect their business and performances. It is not enough just to organize sales, but they have to worry about imrpving sales effectiveness and to focus on this field of work in order to get better results. There is always a gap between set goals and results. So the first step is to determine what can marketing do to change this situation for the better. Some of the necessary steps are related to modern technologies and options they provide, so we have ways to improve immature sales methodologies and processes, increase ability to attract, retain and grow sales talent, and drive tangible business outcomes from sales technology. There areas are proved to improve sales in business, but there is still much room to grow. Simply put, companies set revenue goals, but don't know how to achieve them, only because they don't know in which direction to point their marketing strategy. Sales and service have to be better integrated, and sales leaders now recognize the importance of such integration. It is not a new thing for companies to listen to reactions and impressions of their customers. Still, it is not a well used opportunity, because not many companies actually use those informations to improve future sales and move in the way their customers want them to. This behavior only led to wasted sales opportunities, so there is one solution.
It is not enough just to listen what customers have to say. It is more important to adequately use those informations in order to improve service and customer satisfaction, and the company would be one step closer to achieving set revenue goals. On the other hand, modern technologies can help companies in gathering informations from customers and offering services and products, but it could go wrong for the company if it doesn't listen to it's customers -poor customer experience can spread very quickly through social networks and potentially damage the brand. This effect is almost instant, because customer's impressions, ecpecially negative ones, spread through Internet and social networks, depending on followers network of the individual. It is known that negative impressions spread much faster than positive ones, and could ruin the image of the company terribly. That is why marketing must have a customer-centered point of view, and to embed it through functions of marketing, sales and services.
One of issues that leads the way of doing business is certainly profit. All stakeholders are interested in raising their share of gain, so it is clear that they have positive thoughts on gaining larger market share, and modern technologies enable that in a way that wasn't possible before introducing social networks into customer's reality. Today's customers rely on mobile devices annd Internet when informations are needed, so the first thing a company does is to present itself in digital form. Simply put, if you can't be found online, you don't exist, and companies must use it in their advantage. When it comes to social networking, companies can think of them as of specific customer base. Using social networks as a medium for promotion is absolutely necessary in order to rise above the competition, and is considered as on of the least expensive ways to make yourself visible in the sea of different informations. This way, more people are reached, and it is possible to present a new product, for example, and even gain feedback, all using social networks such as Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest and others, and for the lowest expenses possible.
Marketing strategy is designed in order to offer positive customer experience, value for the customer, satisfaction and achieving loyalty using effective marketing communication and delivery. Modern world has new rules, so to have the best positive results, it is needed to include positive customer experience in gaining higher financial outcome. Embedding informational technologies in marketing strategies lead to better communication, product content, and connection between customers, company and competitors. Internet has the power to build brands, connect customers and to enable a competitive advantage for the company over competitors if used properly. Context is of great importance, and the brand is communicated mostly indirectly through increasing number of followers, connections and likes on the market.
Advantages of Using Modern Technologies in Marketing
Marketing needs to address a range of stakeholders through social media marketing, including current and potential customers, current and potential employees, journalists, bloggers, and the general public. "The use of Internet as a medium, and the World Wide Web as an evolving technology has made it less costly and allowed marketers to get information -both of low quality and high quality -more quickly and easily than ever before" 5 . Surveys, observations and experimental research are traditional marketing instruments for gathering informations. Now, the modern technologies allow them to broaden marketing research capabilities, using e-mail, personal and telephone interviews, and electronic networks. Data are synchronized from different sources, so it is possible to determine changes in market and consumer demands from inquiries, comments on blogs an comments on social media sites. lower respondent error, flexibility in questioning, sounds and graphics, and consumers have greater liberty in participating inquiries.
An important data collection technology is the open source intelligence, which is an information processing discipline. This process scans, finds, gathers, exploits, validates, analyzes, and shares intelligence seeking clients from publicly available digital and print data from unclassified, grey literature, and non-secret sources. The approach is very popular with businesses since it is easy, inexpensive, and produces plenty of raw materials for processing. Data collection technologies like the open source, data mining, and data warehouse technologies assist marketers to gather, analyze, collect, and store huge amounts of data on their markets in terms of consumer experiences, competitors' experiences, and brand experiences 7 .
Figure 2: Social networks are the most important source of information of customers Source: Global Consumer Insights Survey, 2018
Interactivity of the technologies is one of the most important facts concerning consumers. "Marketing and advertising is evolving with the dissemination of the internet as a tool for commerce and technology 8 ." Consumers use interactive and integrated technologies on mobile and internet devices so they could connect to retailers and brands, which means that the technology is directly connected to marketing strategy, because using it leads to focusing on consumers experience. They interact to sellers via websites and social media platforms and shop products, because it is possible to use catalogues of products and services and coupons. This is especially important for younger consumers and companies targeting young people. Young consumers also interact with ЕКОНОМИКА other consumers using social networks more frequent than older consumers, so the impact of using modern technologies in marketing strategy on businesses targeting this population is even larger. Today, more and more people use technologies and influence on restructuring business functions so the enterprise shifts in society.
User stories typically get mixed reviews from customers. "I think user reports are useful. I wouldn't say they are the leading cause of purchasing, but it's another way look at a product based on someone else's eyes, without necessarily 100% trusting what you read. It may be someone else's favorable view, but the story usually includes how it was used, what it was used for, and how it was installed."
9
The company need a clear picture in order to point out a direction of future growth. That is why timely, quality information is of the ultimate importance. Technologies, like social networks, can be used to gather all sorts of data, but it has to be analysed, so the right informations could be used. Marketing strategy then can be altered based on what customers want and need. The biggest mistake a company could make is to neglect importance of social networks, because they bare multiple possibilities, starting from promotion activities, placins new products, gathering feedback, gathering informations on consumers and other.
Off course, all informations gathered don't mean anything if marketing can't decide on future strategies and actions. Before it is possible, data has to be of high quality, because poor quality of data can turn results in wrong direction. That is why is important to have data management technologies that can develop, execute, and manage practices and programs that control, deliver, protect and enhance valuable data. So, it is important to separate informations of high quality from those of low quality, but with great caution, because it is possible to neglect negative reactions of customers, just because they are, off course, unwanted and harmful for the company and it's business. So, it is easy to deduce that it is necessary to mandate quality data systems and policies, identify critical data quality requirements, and to successfuly implement it in marketing strategy. Purely possession of high quality information is not enough for successful marketing strategy. Effective data management systems must be in place to develop, organize, analize, process, present, interpret, and store marketing information into useful marketing and sales plans 10 . Technology offers many ways of dealing with core business competences and functions. Characteristics and nature of technology allows performing these functions, and applying it in marketing. "Search engines are important ways to get people to your (Web) site initially once they want to ensure they return. An excellent way to do this is via a newsletter."
11 Technology like the web-based search engines and the internet allow companies to discover new potential clients. They allow existing consumers to include the URL of the company or its advertisement site to their list of favorites allowing them to easily return to the sites and check out new products, announcements, and services.
However, this does not ensure that firs time consumers will return to the company's site or will regularly check for new products and services.
Studies show that information and communication technology like the e-mail accentuate the advantages of the internet and web technologies. This is because e-mail becomes a push and pull tool that offers consumers a platform with free useful information in the form of e-bulletins and e-newsletters. These are added to webbased technologies to add to the pull strategy of the websites. The Websites first attract new and existing consumers by having a high search engine score increases the probability of it appearing on the first page of the search engine. This is achieved using the right combination of search terms associated with the company, its brands, its advertisements, sales promotions, and offers. The e-newsletters and ebulletins add to the pull strategy of technology for they offer the consumer useful information as well as promotional materials. A consumer convinced of the information, then contacts the company through their e-mail list, makes a purchase online, and requests for delivery online. These webbased tools are the main technologies that improve the pull strategy of marketing 12 ."
Technology and Social Media in Marketing
As the technology advances, it might be possible to foresee some more enduring trends and focus research in the future. Rapid advances in technology and the amazing growth of knowledge-based institutions will continue. Although many technologies that are emerging now have yet to be tested, many of them have already shown their usefulness.
Managers are nowadays faced with a dynamic and interconnected international environment, and have to consider many opportunities and threats that Web 2.0, social media, and creative consumers present. It is necessary to have in mind several issues concerning social media: social media are always a function of the technology, culture, and government of a particular country or context; local events rarely remain local; global events are likely to be (re)interpreted locally; creative consumers' actions and creations are also dependent on technology, culture, and government; and technology is historically dependent 13 . Managers and marketers have to continually stay up to date on technology, customers, and social media, and have to embrace technology, limit the power of bureaucracy, train and invest in their employees, and inform senior management about the opportunities of social media, and the results shall be almost fully promised. Reducing costs through use of technology means that more and more informations shall be available to customers, but the business have to give away some power and control, and the same time avoid embarrasment to the company, if negative consequences of easily spreading informations through social media kick in. That is why is absolutely necessary for the managers and marketers to fully comprehend and understand the importance and possibilities and daner of using 21 st century technologies, and to turn the flow in their advance.
ЕКОНОМИКА
Examples of using Social Media for Improving Business Effectiveness
Marketing has an important place in business, and it has been recognized for many years. However, the world is constantly changing, so marketing has growing importance, and even greater respect than ever before. That means that marketers have greater responsibility than ever when it comes to recognizing market indicators and directing business towards better results. Modern technologies enabled customers better and easier access to all informations they need, and companies moved their presence to virtual world, besides reality in which they operate.
Unlike traditional media that are often cost-prohibitive to many companies, a social media strategy does not require astronomical budgeting.
14 Social media marketing is using social media platforms and websites to promote a product or service.
15 Data analytic tools it uses enable tracking progress, success and engagement of promotion and advertising campaigns. Social media can be used as a marketing tool, and through passive or active approach, and are seen as a great medium for avoiding costly market researches. Audience is easily reached, and social media platforms are used for placing advertisements, and the best part is that they can be placed to targeted audience. //marketingland.com/socialmedia-2018-time-grow-get-236162 While platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, and Google+ have a larger number of monthly users, the visual media sharing based mobile platforms, however, garner a higher interaction rate in comparison and have registered the fastest growth and have changed the ways in which consumers engage with brand content. Instagram has an interaction rate of 1.46% with an average of 130 million users monthly as opposed to Twitter which has a .03% interaction rate with a monthly average of 210 million users.
16 So it is easy to understand how important is to include promotional activities in social networks. The number of potential customers is great, and targeting audience could significantly influence growth and future revenues of a company. A good marketing strategy can be significally influenced by informations gathered from social platforms, and the best part is that feedback is fast, and if correctly interpreted, could alter strategy at the early stage, so the results could be modified before greater damage in case of unapropriate strategy. Marketers target influential people on social media who are recognised as being opinion leaders and opinion-formers to send messages to their target audiences and amplify the impact of their message. A social media post by an opinion leader can have a much greater impact (via the forwarding of the post or "liking" of the post) than a social media post by a regular user. Marketers have come to the understanding that "consumers are more prone to believe in other individuals" who they trust. 17 In 2012, Nike introduced its social media campaign named Make It Count. Casey Neistat and Max Joseph launched a video on YouTube, where they traveled 34,000 miles to visit 16 cities in 13 countries. They promoted the #makeitcount hashtag, which millions of consumers shared via Twitter and Instagram.
18 Nike had an 18% increase in profit in 2012 as a result of such promotional project. One of extremely good examples of using social media for marketing and promotions is how Starbucks implemented their idea. They realized how great importance have social media an internet based systems for social interactions and involving and engaging users and customers. They formed My Starbucks Idea (mystarbucksidea.force.com) as a platform with about 300.000 customers and employees who can make suggestions for improvements, vote for suggestions, collaborate on projects, ask questions about Starbucks and, most importantly, express their complaints and frustrations.
This was a great move, because only in first year Starbucks generated about 70.000 ideas from members of community. The platform also allowed connections to customers, so Starbucks offered 20.000$ prize for the best idea about reusing their used coffe cups. This idea was based on technology of collective intelligence, or crowdsourcing. Besides that, Starbucks was present on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+, YouTube, Flickr, Pinterest, Instagram, and it enabled them to connect to a great number of people. Facebook is full of Starbucks's posts related to questions, content and updates, and it allowed them to post informations on contests, events, new products, etc. The company counts over 36 million "likes" as of February 2017, and uploads videos, blog posts, photos, promotions, products highlights and special deals. In February 2017, Starbucks had over 11.9 million followers on Twitter, and tweets are posted in a similar way as with Facebook, and in November 2013 Starbucks gave away 100.000 gift certificates in value of 5$ each to customers who tweeted a coffe to one of their friends or followers. That way they attracted even more followers, meaning larger base of customers and informations in return.
Besides previous, customers of Starbucks have free Wi-Fi and free access to Starbucks Digital Network from all major mobile devices, including tablets and smartphones, so customers can view free premium content online, cush as health, news, business, enertainment, local neighborhood channels, etc. As of 2014, Starbucks offers even faster Wi-Fi and network speeds, thanks to cooperation to Google Wi-Fi, and all that is aimed to attract and keep more customers.
The results, although indirectly, were extremely positive. Integrating digital and physical world was the right move for Starbucks, and their operating income was almost tripled in 2010 ($1.437 billions) compared to 2009 ($560 million), and the same happened to thir stocks price. Sales increased sharply by 2017, and it was all thanks to digital and social media promotions. Thus, we can easily conclude that social media and Internet offer amazing opportunities for business, whether the company who uses this kind of marketing promotions is small, medium or large. Social media represent great potential for every company, whether it is small, medium or large.Nevertheless, every use of social media as a tool of marketing must be carefully planned in details, analysed and applied according to marketing strategy in order to be a success, because it is always possible to make a mistake when it comes to implementation.
Conclusion
Modern, 21 st century world is more challenging than ever before for every enterprise in the world, whether it is small, medium or large. On the other hand, there are many possibilities that haven't existed before. One of those is technology we have today, with all it's challenges, options, and positive or negative relations to it's accecibility to consumers. Spreading negative consumers experience is many times faster than spreading positive experiences, and we can easily understand the extent of such interaction if we know how many users of social media and social networks exist.
That is one more reason why the marketers and managers have to know everything about modern technologies and options they carry, especially when it comes to social networks that nowadays make huge part of consumers life and serve as information system for the customers. Marketing must understand and put into action it's knowledge on advantages and disadvantages of Internet, social networks and modern technologies, so the company can expect positive results from using them. We saw how technology and social networks can be used in order to improve business and sales effectiveness as in example of Starbucks's actions. That is the proper way for marketing to use options that technology offers and to improve the effects of business, sales, and in the end, to boost revenues and raise value for all stakeholders.
